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Golden Moon Gin is Distilled using the

GOLDEN MOON GIN
g

finest herbs, spices and botanicals available,
including wildcrafted juniper and locally
grown herbs and botanicals from the Great
State of Colorado.

Golden Moon Gin was created after distiller
Stephen Gould tasted a sample of a late
1800s herbal gin several years ago. After
tasting this gin, Mr. Gould begin
experimenting with various historical gin
recipes and production methods from the
l t 1700 d 1800 l ithlate 1700s and 1800s, along with
combinations of herbs, spices and
botanicals. The end result, Golden Moon
Gin, is a unique herbal gin with a slight
sweetness. So smooth it can be enjoyed neat
yet it mixes well making it ideal for classicyet it mixes well making it ideal for classic
cocktails.

AWARDS:

Silver Medal - 2014
Int’l Wine and 
S i i C i i

Gold Medal - 2013
Denver International
S i it C titi

Gold Medal - 2013
American Distilling 
Institute

Spirits Competition

Gold Medal - 2013
Fifty Best Gins

Spirits Competition

Silver Medal - 2011
San Francisco World
Spirits Competition
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Distilled in Colorado



Golden Moon Gin
Port Cask Reserve

This year’s reserve gin was
conditioned in wet port casks from one
of the top port-style wine producers in
Napa Valley, California.

Using freshly emptied wet port casksUsing freshly emptied wet port casks
made from French oak from the
Limousin forest results in a gin with a
totally unique flavor, a wonderful rose-
red color and a silky-smooth mouth
feelfeel.
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REDUX Absinthe
REDUX Absinthe is the product of years ofp y
research using an extensive library of rare
distillation texts, coupled with the tasting
and testing of rare vintage Absinthes. The
result is a premium Absinthe that is both a
classic traditional Absinthe Verte, and a
unique new creation at the same time.

REDUX Absinthe is made using the finest
herbs and spices from around the world, all
carefully selected and processed using the
artisanal small-batch methods that wereartisanal small-batch methods that were
used by premium Absinthe distillers in the
1890s during the height of the Belle Epoque
era.

AWARDS:AWARDS:

Silver Medal - 2014
Int’l Wine and Spirits Competition

Silver Outstanding Medal - 2013
BEST IN CLASS
Int’l Wine and Spirits Competition

Silver Medal - 2013
San Francisco World Spirits Competition
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San Francisco World Spirits Competition



Golden Moon Amer dit Picon
Golden Moon Amer dit Picon is producedp
using the finest hand-selected herbs, spices
and botanicals from around the world. We
have recreated the original manufacturing
processes and acquired the original type of
ingredients used by legendary distiller
Gaetan Picon to create his amer (bitters) in
the 1830’s while serving as an apothecary
for the French Army in North Africa. The
amer that Gaetan Picon created went on to
become one of the most famous liqueurs
ever made We have worked diligently toever made. We have worked diligently to
make Golden Moon Amer dit Picon a
product that Gaetan Picon would have been
pleased to drink and have done so in his
honor. Bottled unfiltered and at 78 Proof
(the same as Gaetan Picon’s amer), Golden( ),
Moon Amer dit Picon is the perfect
ingredient for the legendary Picon Punch,
the Brittany cocktail, the Brooklyn cocktail,
Amer Bier (Beer with Golden Moon Amer
dit Picon) and a host of other classic

kt il It l b j d b it lfcocktails. It can also be enjoyed by itself.
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Golden Moon 
Crème De Violette
Golden Moon Crème de Violette is distilled
using hand-selected botanicals, including
blue violet flowers and buds. Golden Moon
Crème de Violette is one of the few true
distilled crème de violette’s available world-
wide and is a truly premium liqueur in every
respect. We bottle our product at 30%
Alcohol by Volume, higher than any other
similar product on the market. We use less
sugar than any other similar product on the
market as well, typically about one fourth as
much. We believe that the combination of a
higher proof and less sugar gives Golden
Moon Crème de Violette a cleaner fresher
taste, making Golden Moon Crème de
Violette a wonderful classic cocktailViolette a wonderful classic cocktail
ingredient that can also be enjoyed by itself.
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Golden MoonGolden Moon 
Dry Curacao
Golden Moon Dry Curacao is distilled
using Curacao orange peel. We then
add a touch of saffron and lightly oakadd a touch of saffron and lightly oak
age the liqueur giving it both a
wonderful color and a smooth flavor.
This makes Golden Moon Dry
Curacao a great cocktail ingredient
h l b j dthat can also be enjoyed neat or over

ice.
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Golden MoonGolden Moon 
Colorado Apple Jack
Golden Moon Colorado Apple Jack is
a classic American-style Apple Jack
brandy with an apple forward flavorbrandy with an apple forward flavor.

Golden Moon Colorado Apple Jack is
distilled from apples grown in
Colorado using a small French brandy

ill d i f h 1930 Th lstill dating from the 1930s. The apple
spirit is then lightly oak aged, just
enough to mellow the spirit without
losing the apple character.

We only distill a small amount of this
special spirit each year, so quantities
are limited.
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Golden Moon Ex Gratia – A GenepiGolden Moon Ex Gratia – A Genepi

Based upon a description Based of a spirit 
listed in an executioner’s notebook from the 
1580s, ExGratia is a style of liqueur known 
as Genepi.

Genepi are made from herbs including
wormwoods that grow in the alpine regions 
of Europe. What makes ExGratia different p
from other Genepi is that it contains several 
exotic herbs and spices including “black 
spice” an Asian herb that was highly prized 
during the middle‐ages in Europe and the 
Middle EastMiddle East.

This type of elixir was used by apothecaries 
for a variety of purposes and was typically 
given by executioners to the condemned as a 

f i ilast act of kindness …. to all but those guilty 
of the most heinous of crimes.
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Kummel is an ageKummel is an age--old spirit flavored with old spirit flavored with 
it d th b t i l It iit d th b t i l It i

Golden Moon Kummel

caraway, citrus and other botanicals.  It is caraway, citrus and other botanicals.  It is 
traditionally produced throughout Central Europe traditionally produced throughout Central Europe 
and is usually taken as an aperitif though it is and is usually taken as an aperitif though it is 
beginning to show up in cocktails as well.   beginning to show up in cocktails as well.   
Legend has it that it was first produced in Legend has it that it was first produced in 
Holland in the 1600s, but it is likely far older than Holland in the 1600s, but it is likely far older than 
that.that.

Golden Moon Kummel is the first spirit Golden Moon Kummel is the first spirit 
developed by Robbie Cunningham, one ofdeveloped by Robbie Cunningham, one ofdeveloped by Robbie Cunningham, one of developed by Robbie Cunningham, one of 
Golden Moon’s assistant distillers.  Robbie Golden Moon’s assistant distillers.  Robbie 
discovered Kummel while working at the discovered Kummel while working at the 
venerated St. Andrews Golf Club, Scotland, venerated St. Andrews Golf Club, Scotland, 
where many believe the game of golf originated.  where many believe the game of golf originated.  
I S tl d K l i k th “P ttiI S tl d K l i k th “P ttiIn Scotland, Kummel is known as the “Putting In Scotland, Kummel is known as the “Putting 
Mixture” and it is a favorite spirit of the members Mixture” and it is a favorite spirit of the members 
of some of the oldest and most famous Golf of some of the oldest and most famous Golf 
Clubs in the country.  It is rumored that more Clubs in the country.  It is rumored that more 
Kummel is consumed in the club houses of St. Kummel is consumed in the club houses of St. 
Andrews, Prestwick and Andrews, Prestwick and MuirfieldMuirfield golf clubs than golf clubs than 
any other place in the world.  any other place in the world.  

Whether your sipping it while golfing, drinking it Whether your sipping it while golfing, drinking it 
as an aperitif or using it in a cocktail, we’re sureas an aperitif or using it in a cocktail, we’re sure
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as an aperitif or using it in a cocktail, we re sure as an aperitif or using it in a cocktail, we re sure 
you’re you’re going going to enjoy Golden Moon Kummel. to enjoy Golden Moon Kummel. 



Golden Moon Colorado Single Malt

Golden Moon 
Colorado Single Malt Whiskey

Whiskey is distilled from 100%
malted barley, grown in Colorado
and the surrounding states.

O i i i COur whiskey is malted in Colorado,
and aged for a minimum of one year
in new oak casks before being
transferred to used oak casks for
fi i hifinishing.

Golden Moon Colorado Single Malt is
a uniquely Colorado Whiskey.

Double Gold Medal - 2016
San Francisco World Spirits Competition
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...is located in Golden Colorado, Colorado’s original  
territorial capital, in the heart of America’s Wild West.

Premium Craft Spirits

Distilled in Colorado, 
Inspired by History.
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Gun Fighter American Whiskey



Our Gun Fighter DoubleOur Gun Fighter Double--Cask Cask Bourbon Bourbon and Rye whiskies are and Rye whiskies are aged aged 
for a minimum six months in new American Oak Barrels and then for a minimum six months in new American Oak Barrels and then 

Gun Fighter American Whiskey

finished in used French Port Barrels.  This gives the whiskey a finished in used French Port Barrels.  This gives the whiskey a 
unique smoothness and complexity that can be appreciated by both unique smoothness and complexity that can be appreciated by both 
the whiskey aficionado and the new whiskey drinker. the whiskey aficionado and the new whiskey drinker. 

Bottled at 100 Proof (50% ABV), and with an attractive price, Gun Bottled at 100 Proof (50% ABV), and with an attractive price, Gun 
Fighter American Bourbon Fighter American Bourbon Double Cask Whiskies are the Double Cask Whiskies are the ideal ideal 
whiskies whiskies for both onfor both on--premise and off premise customers alike, premise and off premise customers alike, 
providing a premium providing a premium whiskey whiskey at an affordable price.at an affordable price.

Cask Conditioned and Bottled by Maison De La Vie, Ltd., Golden Colorado
www.goldenmoondistillery.com 



Gun Fighter 

13
American Straight

Bourbon Whiskey

Our Gun Fighter 13 Tennessee 

Bourbon is over 13 years old … aged 

in new American white oak casks for 

over 13 years.

Gun Fighter 13 is an incredibly smooth 

and full bodied whiskey that will 

appeal to the most discerning whiskey 

drinker.

Each cask is separately bottled at 50% 

ABV.

Tennessee Orphan Cask

Bottled by Golden Moon Distillery, Golden 

Colorado, U.S.A.

www.goldenmoondistillery.com

412 Violet Street, Golden Colorado 80401 U.S.A.




